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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to show how certain interesting structures, models of coherent 
first-order theories on the one hand and Grothendieck topologies on the other, may be viewed 
as split opfibrations. 
In the course of doing so, two general classes of split opfibrations will be defined of which 
models and topologies comprise two special examples. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to show how certain interesting structures, models of 
coherent first-order theories on the one hand and Grothendieck topologies on the other, 
may be viewed as split opfibrations (equivalently, as wreath products or as coalgebras 
for a certain kind of cotriple on Cat). 
In the course of doing so, two general classes of split opfibrations will be defined 
of which models and topologies comprise two special examples. 
The two general classes of split opfibrations are related and arise as follows. Let 
P:C?+% andK:% + ,P’ be functors where K is a split opfibration. Form the 
category .d whose objects are monies i : A - P(D), denoted by {A,D}. In the case 
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where P is contravariant, a map of &, {A,D} + {A’,D’} is a commutative square 
(in %) 
A’ * P(D’) 
u 1 _! Kf) 
A P(D) 
where f : D --+ D’ is in 9’. 
In the case where P is covariant, a map {A, D} + {A’, D’} is a commutative square 
like the one above except that the vertical maps go in the opposite direction. 
The category & possesses a split opfibration structure (over ~8’) provided that %? 
satisfies certain hypotheses, different in each case. 
For Grothendieck topologies, the objects of & are sieves A L) J&‘-,m) where 
P:4!+Y M0P is the contravariant Yoneda embedding. 
For models of coherent first-order theories, an object of &’ is a manic A -+ 
n:=, M(ri) where ~0,. . . ,z,, are sorts of the theory and M is a model of the the- 
ory in the category %7. Here the descriptions of P and 9 are longer and will be given 
in later sections. 
2. Notations 
2.1. Split opjibrations 
Here is the notation which will be used in connection with the split opfibration 
K:d--+~L?~r.ForeachA~Obdovern~M ‘P and for each map g : m + n in .A, 
we will denote the opcartesian map over g by ],(A, g) : A + Ag. The axioms for split 
opfibrations require 
1. A’ = A and ),(A, 1) = 1~. 
2. Whenever gh is defined, then (A)@ = (A”)h and A(A”, h)1(A, g) = 2(A, gh). 
That i(A,g) is opcartesian means that for each u : A --+ B in d over g : m + n, there 
is a unique map I(U) : A” + B over 1, such that u = l(u)l(A,g). 
All this summarized in the diagram: 
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3. Structures based on pullbacks 
3.1. Thr general construction 
In this section, we work with fixed small categories JH, 2 and % and with the 
functors P : 9”P + %? and K : 9 --t JV’P. 
Form a new category d as follows. For each A E Ob V?, D E Ob 9 and each manic 
i : A q P(D), the data comprised of i, A and D is an object of d. We will denote 
such an object simply by {A,D}. 
A map of d from {A,D} to {A’,D’} consists of a pair of maps u : A’ 4 A and 
.f : D + D’ such that P( f )i’ = iu. We will denote such a map by (u, f) where 
(~1, fi ) = (2~2, fi) if and only if ft = f2. (Note that fi = ,f2 and i being manic 
imply 241 = 242.) 
i’ A’- P(D’) 
Id I I P(f) 
A- P(D) I 
Theorem 1. Assume that P is jhithful and that K is a split opfibration. Supposr 
that % has the property that for each manic i : A of P(D) in %? and all f D -+ D’ 
in 9, the pullback of i along P( f ) exists. Dejine the functor F : d + Y 
by F({A,D}) = D and F(u, f) = f. Then H = KF : d --j 9 + dd”P is a split 
opjbration. 
Proof. First, suppose H({A, D}) = n and g”P : n + m is given in dot’. Then, since 
K is a fibration, one has a map D ---) D” in 63 over got’. We then form the pullback 
(whose existence follows from the hypothesis on V): 
A” 
p 
+ P(D”) 
Ii’ I *I P(i(D,s/)) 
A i P(D) 
We define {A,D}g to be i” : AS of P(Dg) and define i({A, D},g) in .d to be the 
pullback square (u”,L(D,g)) above. Then H(uY,L(D,g)) = K(R(D,g)) = g and the 
equational conditions for 2 (for the functor H) follow immediately. As for the 1 for 
H, let (u, f) : {A,D} + {A’,D’} b e any map in LZI over go!‘. Consider the following 
diagram: 
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* P(D’) 
* P(D”) I’(f) 
A w P(D) 
The lower square is i( {A, D}, g). Since the lower square is a pullback, a unique map 
u I . . A’ + A” exists making the upper square commute. We define z(u,,f) to be 
(u’, 4.f’)). The map (u’, r(f)) is unique since P is faithful. It follows immediately 
that K(i(u,f)) = 1, and also that ;,({A, D}, g) is opcartesian. 0 
3.2. Example of sieves and Grothendieck topologies 
Fix a small category M. For the functor P : 9”P + % we take 9 = ;&‘P, % = S “” 
and P to be the Yoneda embedding. The split opfibration K : 62 + A%‘~P is the identity 
functor. The construction given in the previous section yields a split opfibration .d+. 
A typical object of d, is a sieve i : R L) j t?‘( -, n). The maps of ~2, are commutative 
squares in SHOP: 
S- 
I 
(-,,m) 
R- (-In) 
Any family of sieves on ,H which is closed under pullback along all y* is clearly 
a split opfibration subcategory of .cul+. This holds in particular for any Grothendieck 
topology on .~H. Further, it turns out that topologies may be characterized specifically 
in terms of a closure property on split opfibration subcategories of JJ+. 
Lemma 1. Suppose R q (-,n) and R’ -+ (-,n) are given objects of &+. If there 
is a mup (q,g) : {R,n} + {(-,m),m} then there is &so a mup (u,g) : {R’ n R,n} + 
{R’ x, (-,m),m> 
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Proof. The map (q,g) is the commutative square 
and simply indicates that LJ* : (-,m) + (-,n) factors through R. Thus we have a 
composite of pullbacks: 
R’xn(-,m) 
pr0.j 
* R’nR *R’ 
I 
(-,m) 
_I _I 
I 
4 
R (-,n) 
I 
from which one obtains (u,g) as 
R’x,(-,m) b (-, m> 
u = proj 
+ 
R’nR ,R +!n) 
Theorem 2. Let d be u split opjibration subcategory of’ .d+. Then ob.& is II 
Grothendieck topology on A! if the following conditions hold: 
1. For each n E ob _A?‘, {( -, n)} E ob 8. 
2. For all {R, tz} in .d and {R’, n} in d+, iffbr all m such that a map (q,g) : {R, n} d 
{(-,m),m} exists, one bus {R’ x, (-,m),m) in &, then {R’,n} belomgs 
to .d ulso. 
Proof. Condition 1 states that all 1 ,, : (-,n) + (-,n) belong to 22. Since & is a split 
opfibration subcategory of -“4+, then obsl is stable under pullback. Next: the lemma 
above shows that the existence of (q, y) : {R, n} --) {( -,m),m} yields the composite 
of pullback squares shown above. Thus condition 2 is a precise rephrasing of the local 
character axiom for a Grothendieck topology. 0 
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4. Structures defined with images 
4.1. Notations and review of dejinitions 
For the reader’s convenience, we review some definitions. See [3,4]. 
The image of a map ,f : X + Y in a category V is the smallest subobject (if there 
is one), denoted im f - Y through which f factors. If imf = Y then ,f is said to 
be surjectiue. (Elsewhere, [2], f is called an extremal epimorphism.) 
From now on, we assume %? satisfies the following conditions. 
Definition 1. 1. All maps of G!Z have images. 
2. G? has pullbacks. 
3. Images are stable under pullbacks. 
All regular categories, for example, satisfy these hypotheses. 
The following lemma concerning ‘% is elementary. 
Lemma 2. (1) Manic surjective maps are isomorphisms. (2) The composition oJ’sur- 
jective maps is surjective. (3) Surjective maps are epimorphisms. 
4.2. Split opjibrations dejined with images: general ~62 
In this section, we work with fixed small categories and functors P : 9? 4 V? and 
K : 9 + .A%?~!-‘. 
Form the new category d as follows. For each A E ob.d, D E ob9 and each 
manic i : A q P(D), the data comprised of i, A and D is an object of d. We will 
denote this object by {A,D}. 
A map (qf) : {A,D} --+ {A’,D’} is a p f air o ma p s u : A + A’ in %? and f : D + D’ 
in 9 such that P( ,f )i = i’u. 
A 
i 
UP 
u I _I P(f) 
A’ ” P(D’) 
As before, (ui , fi ) = (~2, f2) only if fi = fi and (redundantly, since i’ is manic) 
Ui = u2. 
Theorem 3. If %S satis$es the conditions given in DeJinition 1, K : 9 + Af“P is a 
split opjibration and P is faithful, then SY has a split opjibration structure over ./top 
given by H : d + AfoP where H = KF : ~2 + 2 + A”P with F dejined by 
F({A,D}) = D and F(u,f) = f. 
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Proof. Let (u, ,f’) : {A,D} + (A’,D’} be given. Since K is a split opfibration then 
,f : D + D’ factors as I( ,f )n(D, g) : D + D” + D’ where y = K( ,f ). 
Define i” : A” -t P(D”) to be im(A L P(D) 
p(;.(aGl)) 
p P(D”)) with II~ : A + A“ the 
corresponding surjection. 
Let A” CJ P(D’) be im(A” 5 P(Dy) 
P(lC f )I 
- P(D’)). 
Since A + P(D) + P(D’) = A 5 A” + A” of P(D’), then A” c--t P(D’) = 
im(P( f‘ )i) = im(i’u), and therefore A ” is a subobject of A’. This is summarized in 
the following diagram. 
P(f) 
I W(l~,o)) Rl(.f )) I 
P(D) * P(D”) *P(D’) 
1 
I 
,4 
SWJ surj 
I 
II” 
We define 1.({A,D},y) to be (u”,l(D,y)) and define f(u,J’) to be (u’, I(.{)) where 
11’ = A” - A” c--t A’. The uniqueness of r(u,J‘) = (u#, r(,f )) follows from P being 
faithful. 
To complete the proof: H(i({A, D}, y)) = H(u,2(D,g)) = K().(D,g)) = y and 
H(l(tr,f‘)) = K(l( ,f‘)) = 1. The equational conditions for i, (of H) follow immedi- 
ately, and the condition that %( {A, D}, J) L is opcartesian follows from the uniqueness of 
I(& f’). 0 
4.3. Split opfihrations d@wd icith inwyes; . ti! = A 
4.3. I. iliotations 
For each IZ > 0, [n] denotes the linearly ordered set (0,. .,n}. The objects 
of the simplicial category A are all [n] and the maps are all non-decreasing 
functions. 
Given any ordinal number ti and any integer n > 0, we will consider various maps 
[n] 4 K in the sections below. All of these maps will be ussu~ned non-drcrrusing 
without further mention. 
4.3.2. An ordinal tnupprd split opjibrution 
Let $5 be any category. Fix an infinite ordinal IC and a function T : he ---) ob %, which 
we will refer to as an ordinul tmppiny of %?. Also fix a subcategory $ of % which 
contains every object in the image of T. 
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From these data we form a new category %?r,d as follows. For all IZ L 0 and all 
maps x : [n] --f K, the composite map Tx is an object of %r,d. Let x : [n] + 6 and 
y : [m] -+ K be given. A map TX 4 7’~ in %? r,J is given by the following data: 
1. Amapy: ]m]+[n]ind. 
2. A sequence of maps qi : TX&) + Ty(j) for 0 5 j 5 tn where each q, belongs 
in the subcategory 9. 
The map will be denoted (q; 4.). It might be visualized as 
TV: l-y(O) **- TV(j) . . . Tyh) 
Given [k] L [m] 5 [n] in A, and z : [k] + K, the composite TX 
cc/; 4.) (/.I-) 
+ Ty 4 Tz 
is (gf;s.) where s, = r,q,f(;) : Tqf’(i) --f Tyf(i) + E(i) and 0 5 i 5 k. 
Remark. An alternative to the above definition of VT,, is to form the category rYKC 
which has the same objects as ‘6. A map A ---t B in JrKC corresponds to i 5 j < K such 
that T(i) = A and r(j) = B. Then x : [n] + K determines a functor X : [n] + rKC 
given by,?(i) = Tx(i). With these definitions, we may view %r,,$ as the category whose 
objects are all functors of the form X : [n] + &C for all n > 0 and where a map 
from X : [n] ---f CC to jj : [ m 4 YKC consists of (g;q.) defined as above where ] 
q. is a natural transformation Xy + j all of whose components are required to belong 
to 9. 
Theorem 4. The jimctor K : c&r. y + A”P is a split opfihration, where K( TX) = [n] iJ 
dam(x) = [n] urzc( K(y; q. ) = g. 
Proof. Let x : [n] + K and q : [m] --f [n] be given. Suppose there is a map ($1; q.) : 
TX + TJI. Then (g;q.) factors as (llnll;q.)(q; 1.). Define (TxY to be Txg, I-(Tx,g) : 
TX + Txg to be (g; l.), and ~(g;q.) to be (llml;q.) : Txg --) 7’~. The split opfibration 
conditions follow easily. 0 
4.4. Split opjibrations of relations 
In this section, assume that %5 satisfies Definition 1 in Section 4.1 and has all 
finite products. Choose an ordinal mapping T : K + ob% and a subcategory 3 of % 
containing the image of T, as in the previous section. 
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Define the functor P : %~,d -+ %? as follows. Given x : [n] + I;, define P( TX) = 
fly_, TX(~). Given (9; q. > : TX + Ty, we define P(g; q. ) to be the composite 
fi TX(i) + fi Txg(j) + fi Ty(j) 
,=O /=O j=O 
where the jth component of the composite is q(,j)pr,(j,. It is clear that P is faithful. 
We may now construct a split opfibration .d as described in Section 4.2 using 
P : %~,j --f % and the split opfibration K : VT,~ + PP. An object of &, {A, T-Y} is 
a manic i : A -+ P( TX) = n:‘, TX, that is a relation on TX(O) x x TX(~). A map 
of .d is a “homomorphism of relations”. The fibration functor H : .d + do!’ sends 
{A, TX} to dom( x and sends the map (u, (~1; 4.)) to Q. ) 
5. Split opfibrations arising from models 
Let 7 be a coherent first-order theory and let A4 : J + % be a mode1 of 3 in a 
logical category 59. Then a formula 4 of ST with free variables to,. . , t12 is associated 
by M to a manic M(4) -, nyzo M(r, ) in K where r; is the sort of the variable t,. Our 
goal is to set out how this situation may be described in terms of split opfibrations. 
The reader is referred to [6] for background information on coherent first-order 
theories and their models. However, for the reader’s convenience. the next section 
gives a brief outline of some of that information. 
5.1. Background on coherent ,jirst-order theories 
We will consider many-sorted theories-with-equality with connectives A, v and the 
existential quantifier 3. The presentation of a particular theory provides the operation 
and predicate symbols used to form atomic terms and atomic formulas. Formulas are 
then built up from the terms and atomic formulas in the standard fashion. 
Assertions (called sequents) of the theory take the form @ q Y/ where @ and Y 
are sets of formulas. The intended meaning of @ + Y is: “the conjunction of the 
formulas in @ implies the disjunction of the formulas in Y”. There is a set of logical 
axioms and rules of inference concerning “=+” together with whatever proper axioms 
may belong to the particular theory. 
The interpretation of a theory .7 in a suitable category 5% follows closely the details 
of interpretation of theories in sets-with-structure. For each sort r of the theory, an 
interpretation M designates an object M(t) of %I?. Compound sorts, denoted zo x. x z,,, 
are interpreted by M as products M(Q) x . . . x M(T,) in %. Thus, % must admit at 
least those products. Operation symbols are interpreted as maps between such products. 
and predicate symbols are interpreted as subobjects of products of M(r)‘s. 
If 4 is a formula with free variables to,. . . , t,, of sorts 50,. , T,, then 4 is interpreted 
by A4 as a subobject of M(ro) x x M(z,,). There is a precise correspondence between 
building up formulas using connectives and 3 in the language of .F and defining objects 
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and maps in % using certain operations and properties of %. % must have equalizers (in 
order to interpret formulas involving equality), and therefore all finite limits. In order 
to interpret formulas of the form 3$, ‘G’ must have images and satisfy the conditions in 
Section 4.1. In order to interpret disjunctions, % must have suprema of arbitrary finite 
sets of subobjects. That is, if {A, q X},,, is a finite set of monies in %;, then there is 
a smallest manic through which they all factor. Categories having all these properties 
are called logicul categories in [6] 
We will denote an interpretation M of .T in % by M : J + $9;. In order for M to 
be a model of F, M must associate to every F-provable assertion @ + Y of J a 
manic M(/j @) - M(V Y)). 
Given a coherent first-order theory 3, one may form a logical category %(.Y) in 
which the theory has a canonical model MO : .F + ‘t(S). The category Z(F) is the 
“classifying logical category” of .7 in the sense that every model of .F factors though 
MO. 
The objects of %?(3-) are equivalence classes of formulas of the theory where two 
formulas belong to the same equivalence class if they are .F-provably equivalent. The 
maps of g(F) are equivalence classes of formulas which are .F-provably the graphs 
of maps. (The graph of a map in any category with products is a subobject of a product 
satisfying the usual conditions; these are expressible as sequents. A formula is provably 
a graph if these sequents are provable in S). 
The canonical model Ma of .F in Y(S) associates to each formula its equivalence 
class. 
The construction of a logical category from a first-order theory has (nearly) an 
inverse in the formation of a theory Z(g) from a given small logical category ‘t, 
such that ‘G is the classifying logical category of F(g). The sorts of Y(%) are the 
objects of % and the operation symbols of F(%) are the maps of ‘6. The AV3language 
with equality is sufficient to express axiomatically the properties of a category being 
logical. These, plus axioms corresponding to identity maps and commutative triangles, 
comprise the proper axioms of ,F(%). 
5.2. Split opjibrution corresponding to u model 
Let M : .F + % be a model of the coherent first-order theory F in the logical 
category %. Choose and fix an indexing of the set of all basic and compound sorts of 
5 by an ordinal K. Relative to this indexing, define the function T : ti + ob% by 
setting T(i) to be the image under M of the ith sort so indexed. Note that each T(i) 
is a finite product in %: 
indexing 
i- z;(O) x . ’ x Ti(rl) MC?(k)) 
where r;(a) x x ricn) is the sort associated to i 
Next, we must designate a subcategory 4 of ‘6 
and the model M. 
by the indexing. 
which is appropriately related to .T 
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Definition 2. Given A4 : .T ---) %? and T : K + ob%, let 1 be the smallest subcategory 
of % satisfying the following conditions: 
1. For each i E K, T(i) is an object of 9. 
2. For all i E K, 4 contains every projection map with domain T(i). 
3. For each operation symbol ,f in the language of ,Y, 1 contains the corresponding 
map M(f’). 
4. If 1 contains the maps ui; : T(i) + T(j, ) for k = 0,. . n, then 2 also contains 
the map (~0,. ..,u,,) : T(i) + ni_, T(jl;). 
Note the inductive nature of the definition of 9 in the last condition of the definition. 
Note also that every map of 2 is one of the four types listed in the definition. 
Once given T and 1 there is an ordinal indexed split opfibration g-r.2 as defined in 
Section 4.3.2. 
Let .d(M) denote the split opfibration arising from P : Xr.2 - /G and the split 
opfibration K : %T,c, + do!‘. A typical object of .&(M) is a manic {A, TX} : A + 
n;=,, T.x(k ). 
Now suppose 4 is a formula of the theory 9 with free variables to,. , tn of sorts 
q): . ) T,,. We may assume that the sorts are listed according to the indexing so that 
there is an x : [n] ----f K such that rk = TX(k) for each k = 0,. ,n. Then Ad asso- 
ciates to $ a manic M(4) -+ nz=,M(rk) = PTx which is an object {M(4), TX) 
of ,d(M). 
Note that n is a part of the specification of the object {M(4), TX}. If & were such 
that one could group some of its free variables into a single compound free variable 
(thus changing n), the result would be a d$fbent object of <d(M). 
5.3. Split opfihrution subcutegories of d(M) 
In general, there will be many objects {A, TX} in &(M) such that A # M(4) for 
any formula 4. However, we may identify a split opfibration subcategory of .d(M) 
whose objects do come from the theory via M. 
First we will say what it means for a map of %? to “come from” the theory. Recall 
that in a category with products, the graph of a map J’ : A + B is the manic 1 x ,f : 
A -+ A x B, or any subobject of A x B isomorphic to 1 x ,f. Subobjects of A x B which 
are graphs are identified by the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let g : R - A x B be given such that pa q : R I A x B 4 A is un 
isomorphism. Let h = (pi g))‘. Then gh = 1 x ,f where f‘ = prB gh : A A R I 
AxB2B. 
The following definition and lemma are from [6] 
Definition 3. Let 4(x), I,!@) and 19(x, y) be formulas of the theory 3 where x and J‘ 
are the free variables of 4 and $ respectively. Then O(x,,v) is provubly the gruph of 
u @rcfion ,fiom $J fo $ if the following sequents are provable in F : (1) B(x, v) + 
4(x) A KY). (2) (@. y1) A H(x, .r?) * .V’I = y2. (3) $(x) =5 3-v fl(x, y). 
Lemma 4. !f’ 0 is proz;ab!y the gruph oJ’ u Jimction from 4 to $ and A4 : .T + ‘t is 
a model of ? in the locgicul cutegor)’ %, then M(O) pi M(4) x M($) is the ~~ruph 
of’ u mup in (6. 
We may now define what it means for a map in ‘G to “come from” .F via A4 
Definition 4. Let M : .T + % be a mode1 of a coherent first-order theory in a logical 
category, and let y : R -+ A x B be the graph of ,f’ : A + B in %. Then we say 
that .f is an M-mup if there are formulas 4(x), $(.Y) and 0(x, y) of 9 such that (1 is 
provably the graph of a function from 4 to $ and M(H) -+ M(4) x M($) is .L/. 
Remark. Recall from Section 5.1 that a coherent first-order theory F has a classi- 
fying logical category %(,Y) whose objects are equivalence classes of formulas and 
where two formulas are in the same class if they are F-provably equivalent. The 
maps are equivalence classes of graphs of functions (as in the definition above). The 
lemma above is part of the proof that the model M : cY + % determines a logical 
functor w(Y) + %. A map is an M-map if it is in the image of the functor 
%(.F) + %. 
Lemma 5. Let M : .Y- + % be u model of‘ u coherent ,first-order theory in (I logicul 
category und let 2 be the subcutegor)> dejined in Section 5.2. Then all mups of’ 4 
ure M -mups 
Proof. The maps of 4 are all identity maps, all projections n;=, TX(~) + TX(~), 
all maps M( .f ) where ,f is an operation symbol of .F and all maps of the form 
(~0,. . , II,,) : A 4 ni=, Bk arising from maps uk : A i Bk all belonging to %. 
We will give appropriate 4, $ and 0 for each of these types of maps but omit the 
details. 
(Note that by the Completeness Theorem in [6], it is sufficient to interpret the 
formulas in set-valued models. In sets, the formulas below are elementary). 
1. Identity maps: Take 0(x, v) to be the formula “x = y”. 
2. Projection maps: pr; : n;=, TX(~) + TX(~). Let ti be a variable of sort ri where 
M(z;) = R(i). Take $(to,. .., t,,) to be the formula “(to = to) A A (t, = t,,)“, 
t&y) to be the formula “v = y” where JJ is of sort r;. Then let U(to,. . . , t,,, y) be 
the formula “&to, , tll) i (t, = y)“. 
3. Suppose ,f : TO x ."z,, + 7; x ... x (, is an operation symbol of .F. Let t, 
be a variable of sort r,, tj of sort r,;, and let t = (to ,..., t,,) and t’ = (th ,..., th) 
be the corresponding compound variables. To represent M( f ) as an M-map, take 
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4(t) to be the formula “(to = to) A A (t,, = tn)“, $(t’) to be the formula 
“(CA = tk) A . A (t;, = $)” and take &t,t’) to be ‘7 = ,f(t)“. 
4. If UI, : P(Tx) ---f P(Ty(k)) are given for k = 0,. , TV where each UI, is an M-map 
with graph M(d,(t, t[)), then the map (WI,. , u,) has graph M(0) where 0(t. t’) is 
the formula “Oo(t, t,!,) A . . A Q,,(t, t;)“. q 
Lemma 6. With the sume hypotheses of’ the previous lemmu: 
1. Composites of’ M-mups are M-maps. 
2. Let J’ : A + B he given in ‘6 with imuge i : C c-i B uncl swjection f&to1 
q : A + C. Jf’ f is un M-mup then so ure q and i. 
3. Let (y;q.) : TX --f Ty be given in VT.?. Then P(g;q.) is un M-mup. 
Proof. ( 1) Suppose 81 is provably the graph of a function from $1 (t) to &(t’) and 02 
is provably the graph of a function from &(t’) to &(t”). Then 83 is provably the graph 
of a function from 4,(t) to &(t”) where fIs is the formula: “Elt’(fl,(t,t’)r\&(t’, t”))“. 
(2) Suppose (I(t, t’) is provably the graph of a function from $(t) to $(t’) with 
A = M(@(t)), B = M($(t’)) and R = M(B(t,t’)), where 1 x f : R q A x B is the 
graph of f. Then C = M(3t 0(t, t’)). The graph of q : A ---f C is also M(B) and the 
graph of i : C + B is M(&ti,ti)) where g is the formula “3 f3(t,t{) A (t{ = ti)“. 
(3) The map (g;q.), where g : [m] ---f [n], factors as (l;q.)(g; 1.) : TX --i Txg 4 
Ty. (See Section 4.3.2.) P(g; 1.) = (prsg(0),...rprvy(m)). Each component of P(y; 1.) 
is an M-map since it is a projection, hence so is P(g; 1.) by the previous lemma. 
Next, each component of P( 1; q.) : nrzo Txg(k) + fl,“=, Ty(k) is qi pr,. This is an 
M-map, by part 1, since each factor is. Hence so is P(l;q.) (previous lemma) and 
P(q;q.) (part 1). 0 
Given a model M : .F + % as above with its split opfibration .d(M) (Section 5.2) 
we may define a subcategory G$,v, as follows. 
The objects of .&~,f~ are all {A, TX} : A of P(Tx) which are M-maps of %. 
The maps of ~&,rh are all (u,(g;q.)): {A, TX} + {B, Ty} such that u is an M-map 
of ‘6. 
It follows immediately that every formula 4 of F gives rise to an object of &,,,,6, 
namely {M( +4), TX} where x : [n] 4 K indexes the compound sort of the free variables 
of (p. Of course, every object of &,,,H is of this form. 
Theorem 5. SZM.CA is n split opfibrution subcutegory oj’d(M). 
full incl 
Proof. Define I? to be <ti.,cb + .d(M) 5 Pp. Given any map (u,(y;q.)): 
{u, TY} -+ {B, Ty} in _cz$~,~~, where g : [m] + [n], it suffices to show that ;.( {A, TX}. g) : 
{A, TX} -+ {A”, Txg} and r(u,(g; q.)) : {Ay, Txg} + {B, TV} are maps of &‘M.~. 
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The map (u,(g;q.)) factors as r(u,(g;q.))2({A, Tx},y) as shown in the diagram 
below. 
P(Tx) 
A 
surj 
In this diagram, A” if P( Ty) is the image of Ag -+ P( TX-~) --) P( Ty). 
The composite A pi P( TX) + P( Txy) is an M-map since it is the composite of M- 
maps. Thus A“ E ob ~&,,,d and both A + A” and A” c--i P( Txy) are M-maps. Therefore, 
>,({A, TX}, g) is a map in .QYM,K 
By similar reasoning, A” q P( 7%~) + P( Ty) is also an M-map. Thus both A” + A” 
and A” -+ P( 7”) are M-maps. Now A” pi B is also an M-map since it is the image 
of the M-map u : A + B. Therefore ~(u, (9; q.)) is also a map in J&,X. 0 
5.4. Simpliciul structurr 
Any split opfibration K : sd + P determines a simplicial set structure on ob.d 
in which A E ob.d is an n-simplex if K(,4) = n. If q : [m] + [n] = K(A) then 
one has L(A,g) : A ---f A” where the m-simplex AY is the simplicial image of A 
along y. 
In particular, di(A) = the ith face of A is A” where 2, : [n - l] + [n] is the map 
whose image omits i. The ith degeneracy of A is s,(A) = Aoz where o-; : [n + l] + [n] 
is the map whose image repeats i. 
If the split opfibration .d arises from a model of a coherent first-order theory then 
there are particularly simple interpretations of faces and degeneracies. 
Let M : T 4 $9 be a model and let & = -&.% be the split opfibration as defined in 
Section 5.3. Suppose {A, TX} is an rz-simplex where A = M(4), the free variables of 4 
are to,..., t,, of sorts ~0,. . , z,,, and x : [n] + K indexes these sorts (TX(~) = rk). Given 
ai : [n - l] + [n] as above, then P(di; 1.) : P(Tx) + P(Txdi) is just the projection 
ni=,M(%) + nkj;M(Tk). The map 4{4 T’.},?,) : 1.4 TX} 4 {d,(A), TX&) is 
A - P( TX) = n;=, M(LJ 
u 
I I 
f(a,;l .) 
4(A) - P( Txd,) = n;=, M(T,) 
Thus di(A) = d,(M(+)) = M(3t; 4). 
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Next, consider the degeneracy operator 0; : [n + l] 4 [n]. Since (a,; l.)(ai; 1.) = 
identity, then P(a;; 1.) is manic so that the image of A -+ P( TX) of P( Txo;) is A -+ 
P(Txoi). According to the interpretation of the language of Y in a logical category, 
as a subobject of P(TXOi), A is s;(M($)) = M($ A (t: = t!)) w P(Txo;). 
5.5. Functors rrluting models and split opjibrations 
Let F : %I + V2 be a “logical” functor (see below) between logical categories. 
and let H : MI ---t M2 be a homomorphism of models of .Y in (6 1. We will review 
how “composition of Mi with F” yields a model, denoted FM,, of 3 in %I and show 
how this determines an opcartesian functor of the split opfibrations .d(Ml ) + .d(FM, ) 
which restricts to ZZ&,X, + .rnZ,,,,~~, . 
We will also show how the homomorphism H determines an opcartesian functor 
_v[~,.x -+ .&~~.cd. Finally, we will apply these results to form a category Mod,iiJ of 
all models of .Y in all logical categories and show that there is a functor Mod,,,.7 - 
SOF(d’p), the category of split opfibrations over Pp. 
5.5. I. Revirns of’ dqfinitions 
Logicul jiinctors, composition with LI model. Let M : .F + ‘G be a model and let 
F : % 4 %’ be a functor of logical categories. Assume that F is logical ([6]), i.e., 
it preserves finite inverse limits, suprema of finite sets of subobjects, and images. 
Then evaluation along F determines a model of Y in ‘6’. The sort r is interpreted as 
F(M(T)), the operation symbol f : z 4 T' is interpreted as F(M(f‘)) : F(M(T)) - 
F(M(z’)), and the predicate symbol R of sort z is interpreted as F(M(R)) of F(M(t)). 
Homomorphisms oj’mod&. Suppose Ml and M2 are models of 7 in ‘6. A homomor- 
phism H : M, + M2 is a family of maps H(T) : MI(T) -+ Ml(z) , (for each T = a 
basic or compound sort of .F), satisfying the following commutativity properties: 
1. For each operation symbol f : z + z', H(z’)Mk( f ) = MI( ,f‘)H(z). 
2. For each predicate R of sort r, there is a map H(R) : Ml(R) + MI(R) such that 
M,(R) ‘i M,(z) 3 M2(z) = M,(R) “2 MI(R) ‘3 M2(7). 
It follows by a standard induction argument for the interpretation of well-formed for- 
mulas that if H is a homomorphism then for each formula 4(t) where t is of sort 
5, there is a map H(4) : MI(~) + M~(c#I) such that MI(~) q MI(T) 2 M?(T) = 
MI(~) “2 M2(4) -+ Mu. In effect, H(4) is built up in a precise way from the 
H(T)‘s and H(R)‘s analogous to the interpretation of 4 by M. 
Since the composition of M-maps and the equality of two M-maps can be expressed 
in the language of .Y, then the commutativity of any finite diagram S : 9 + % of 
M-maps can be expressed in the language of .?. It follows that if H : MI + M2 is a 
homomorphism of models, ani if 9 : 9 + ‘65 is a finite diagram of M-maps in %, then 
there is a corresponding finite diagram 3’ : B + % of M/-maps obtained by applying 
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M’ to the formulas for the objects and maps of the diagram g. Since the formulas 
expressing the commutativity of the diagram 9 are theorems of Y, the diagram 9’ 
obtained via M’ has the corresponding commutativity. That is: H determines a natural 
transformation 9 + 5’. 
In the simple case when the diagram is simply an M-map u : M(4) + M($), with 
LI’ : AT’($) 4 M’(#) the corresponding M’-map, then there is a commutative square 
with II/H(~) = H($)u. 
Similarly, if one has a commutative square of M-maps then there is a corresponding 
commutative square of M/-maps. H then yields a commutative cube diagram in %. 
These remarks will apply to the proof of Theorem 7 below. 
Opcurtesiun Junctors. Finally, recall ([ 1, 51) that if K : .d + z’ and K’ : d 3 2” 
are split opfibrations, then an opcurtesian jknctor F : & + .d’ is a functor such 
that K’F = K and for all A E ob ~9 and all y : m ---f n = K(A) in S, F(1.(A,g)) = 
i,(F(A),g) : F(A) --) F(AY) = (F(A))“. 
5.5.2. The opcurtesian jiinctor determined by u logicul ,jiinctor 
Let M : F + ‘6 be a model and let F : % + V’ be a logical functor. Let 
M’ = FM :.F + ‘6’ be the model resulting from composition with F as just described. 
Given a K-indexing of the sorts of .Y where T : K + ob % is the corresponding function 
(Section 5.2), define T’ : K + obV to be FT. Let 2 and 4’ be the subcategories of 
?Z and ‘G’ respectively for M and M’. Note that F restricted to 2 has values in 2’. 
Theorem 6. 1. F determines un opcartesiun jimctor F.+ : 4k.~,j + V’,~,J~. 
2. F determines un opcartesiun jimctor F” : .d(M) + .&(M’). 
3. F presewes M-mups and FM restricts to un opcurtesiun jimctor _z&.rc + ~“J~~,‘c,~. 
Proof 
1. The definition of F+ is F’( TX) = T’x = FTx and if (g; q.) : TX -+ Ty then 
F+(g;q.) = (g;F(q.)). Now 4%g) = (Y; 1.) an d so F+(j.(Tx,g)) = (g; F( 1.)) = 
/1(T’x, g). Thus F+ is opcartesian. 
2. FM is defined by applying F as shown in the following diagram: 
14 
A-P(E) 
Recall that A({A,Tx},g) = (c,(g; 1.)) : {A, TX-} + {A”,Txg} where i” : A” of P(Txg) 
is the image of A k P(Tx) - P(Txy) and c : A + A” is the corresponding 
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surjection. Thus F”(A({A, T’},y)) = (F(v),F”((g; 1.))) = (F(u),(g;F(l.))) which is 
j( {F(A), T’x}, g). Thus FM is opcartesian. 
3. If ,f : A --j B in V is an M-map with graph 1 xJ‘ : R q Ax B where A = M(c#J(~)), 
B = M($(t’)) and R = M(O(t,t’)) then F(1 x f) = 1 x F(f) : F(R) c-f F(A) x F(B) 
which is M’(&t,t’)) q M/(&r)) x M’($(t’)). That is, F(f) is an M’-map. 
If (u, (g; 4.)) : {A, TX} --f {B, Ty) is a map in .=%,,K 
‘I 
A-P(Tx) 
ll I I 4y:q.) 
B ---+p(?v) 
‘IS 
then all the maps are M-maps and the image of this diagram under F is F”(u, (g; 4.)) 
which consists of M/-maps. Thus FM restricts to an opcartesian functor &“,, + 
.d M’.% 0 
5.5.3. The opcartesiun jiunctor determined by a homomorphism oj’models 
Let H : A4 + M’ be a homomorphism of models of Y in the logical category %. 
Given a K-indexing of the sorts of Y-, we have two functions T, T’ : K -+ ob % where, 
for each i < K, T(i) = M(ith sort indexed) and T’(i) = M’(ith sort indexed). A4 and 
M’ determine the subcategories 9 and 2’ as described in Section 5.2. 
Theorem 7. The homomorphism H : M + M’ determines an 
FH : .G&~~ + .d’M’,~L. 
opcartesiun jiinctor 
Proof. First we define a functor HT : %,~.d + ‘i.~, 1,. Set H T( 1~) = T’x. Given the 
map (g;q.) : TX + Ty with g : [m] --f [n] in A, then HT(g;q.) = (g;q:) : T’x + T’J 
where for each i = 0,. . . ,112, we must define qi : T’xg(i) + T' y(i). 
Let zxy(i) and rII’(‘) denote the sorts indexed by xg(i) and y(i) respectively. By de- 
finition, Txg(i) = M(z,,(,,), Ty(i) = M(z_v(i)) and qi : Txg(i) + Ty(i) is an M-map 
whose graph is M(f&) of M(z,,(;,) x M(z,,,(~) ) for some formula Bi. We define q: to 
be the function whose graph is M’(&) q M’(r,ry(;)) x M’(T.p(i)). It follows from this 
definition that the following diagram commutes for each i = 0,. , m: 
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Next we define FH. Let {A, TX} = iA : A ~--i P(Tx) be an object of s&., where A = 
M(+(t)), t is the compound sort (to , . . . , t,,) with ti of sort T,(,) and i,,! 
is an M-map. Then H being a homomorphism implies the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
Define F”({A, TX}) to be the manic M/($(t)) CJ nM’(t,(;)) = iA/ : A’ c--i T’x. The 
earlier observation about homomorphisms in Section 5.5.1 establishes the functoriality 
of FH. 
Finally, to show that F” is opcartesian, we have to show that FH(l({A, TX}, g)) = 
2(FH{A, TX}, g). Now ),({A, TX}, g) is the commutative square of M-maps 
monk 
A . P(T’x) 
surj 
! _! 
pr0.i 
A” 
monk 
P(T’xg) 
where if A = M(4) then A” = M(3t’g 4) where t’” is the list of those free variables 
tk where 0 5 k < n and k is not in the image of .(/ : [m] 4 [n]. 
Similarly, %(FH{A, Tx}.g) is the commutative square of M’-maps 
A’ 
manic 
+ P(T’x) 
I I surj vj 
(A)y. 
manic 
P(T’d 
where A’ = M’(4) and (A’)” = M’(ilt’“$) = (A”)‘. Thus FH(jb({A,Tx},g)) = 
n(FH{A, TX}, g). 0 
5.5.4. The cutegory of ull models of 5- 
Fix a coherent first-order theory Y. We will denote each model n/r of 9 in the logical 
category V by (M,%‘). The class of all models of 9 in all small logical categories is 
the class of objects of a category denoted Mod,ttY. A map (H, F) :(M, %) + (M’. %‘) 
consists of a logical functor F : % 4 ‘6’ and a homomorphism of models H : FM + 
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M’. (FM is the model 9 3 % $ %? defined in Section 55.2.) 
(fl.Fl 
The composite (M, %) - (M,, f&J) w’,F’) + (M”,.“) is (H”,F’F) where for each 
sort r, H”(z) = F’F(M(r)) “(Ho! F’(M’(z)) N”r) - M”(T). For each operation symbol 
.f‘ and each predicate R, the maps H”( f’) and H”(R) are defined similarly. 
Remark. Let Cat,,, denote the category of all logical categories and logical functors. 
The functor Mod,ttF + Catlog defined by (A4,%) ++ % and (H, F) H F is a split 
opfibration where i,((M, g), F) = ( 1, F) : (M, %) + (FM,%‘) and r(H,F) = (H. I(,, ) : 
(FM, 92’) + (M’%‘). 
Theorems 6 and 7 combine to establish the following result. 
Theorem 8. There is N jtiithfulfinctor W : Mod,llJ + SOF(A’P) t~hrrr W(M. %) = 
K ,M.% : ~c&,cL --i A’P. I’ (H,F) : (A4,‘i) ---f (Ml,‘%‘) is u mup of’ models then the 
opcurtesim fitnctor ,fbr W(H, F) is .F/,,,,x “2 s~,FM,~,,J 2 ,.drvtJ6t. 
5.5.5. A “purely categoricul” result 
There is a “purely categorical” theorem which shadows the previous theorem. It is 
based on the coherent first-order theory Y(V) determined by a small logical category 
‘6. Recall (from Section 5.1) that the sorts of J(%) are the objects of % and the 
operation symbols of J(w) are the maps of ‘6. The canonical model Ma : F(% ) - % 
interprets each sort C as the object C, each operation symbol ,f : C 4 C’ as the map 
.f’, each predicate R c-f CO x . x C,, as the subobject R and so on. 
Given an ordinal K and a function T : K + ob%, there is an associated split opfi- 
bration defined as follows. One defines the category %?T to be VT.2 as in Section 4.3.2 
by taking d = %. We define the functor P : %r + $2 as before: P(T.) = n:‘, Tx( i) 
if dam(x) = [n]. This functor together with the split opfibration K : CtT -+ A”P (Theo- 
rem 4) define a split opfibration of relations .JZ?‘~~,T as in Section 4.4. 
Each logical functor F : ‘c + V’ yields a model FM0 : 9(F) + ‘6’ obtained from 
the canonical model MO : F(‘%) + %? by composition with F. By Theorem 6, there 
is an opcartesian functor silo, T + ~,&‘rh/,~l where T’ : K + ob%’ is FT : x + ob% 4 
ob%‘. 
Let us call a logical category together with a function T : ti + ob% an ordinrrl- 
mupprd loyicul cutegory and denote it (%, T). A morphism (‘6, T) ---f (V. T’) is a 
logical functor F : % + %;’ where T’ = FT. 
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Let Cat;:: be the category of all ordinal-mapped logical categories and logical 
functors. 
We then obtain: 
Theorem 9. There is u jbitl$d jiuxtor Catfzi + SOF( A”P). 
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